28-06-2016

Important CHQ News
24.06.2016: BSNL Corporate Office circulates that an OA has been filed by Shri
Chet Ram & others Versus CMD, BSNL before Hon'ble CAT, Jodhpur Bench. The
main grievance of the applicant in the OA is that "clause set forth in schedule in
column 11 of JTO (T) RR-2014 is erroneous by which respondent department has
arbitrarily provided for the absorption of officiating JTO's and making
discrimination amongst its employees as it provides the double treatment for the
appointment for the post of JTO against 50% internal quota by providing
absorption to the screening test qualified & phase-I trained officiating JTO's and
then LICE for remaining posts."
The Hon'ble CAT in its interim order dated 06.04.2016 has said "Heard counsel for
applicant. We are not inclined to grant any other interim order other than that if at
all any promotions are made, it will be subject to the result of the OA and all
those promotees must be specifically informed of the existence of this OA, so
that they can, if they want to get themselves, be impleaded".
To comply with the orders, all such promotes (Officiating JTO's, regularized as
per provisions of new JTO (T) RR-2014) are informed of the existence of this OA,
so that they can, if they want to get themselves, be impleaded. The case is listed
for hearing on 04.07.2016. <<<<Click here for BSNL CO Letter>>>>><<<<Click
here for Hon'ble CAT Order>>>>>
24.06.2016: GS writes to:
Shri Anupam Shrivastawa, CMD BSNL regarding recognition of majority
representative Association of serving Executive employees in BSNL – Holding of
1st membership verification – Extension of last date for submission of
applications – Our protest <<<Click here for letter>>>
23.06.2016: BSNL Corporate Office relaxes the condition of minimum one year as
on date for the Associations which are registered under the Societies Act or the
Trade Union Act and allows all the Associations of serving executive employees
in BSNL for participation in the verification process, which are registered under
the Societies Act or the Trade Union Act as on date <<<<Click here for the
notice>>>>>
Now, as per the revised schedule the last date for submission of application is
22.07.2016 and the date of conduction of the election is 16.11.2016.

27-06-2016
After attending 5th AIC at Mysuru 32 delegates of CTD retured
to Kolkata 23-06-2016. We played a vital role on the delegate
session in AIC .12 of our delegates took part in several discussion
in the house.The activities of CTD delegates were praised by
delegates of all other states.
On the first day 17-06-2016 our CS placed report for
CTD
(click to see).
Our member on the hall took part as a unit & President,CS,ACS
delivered their views on the dais.Advisor(E) was felicitated on the
last day by the GS on the dais due to his retirement.
We were overwhelmed by the arrangement made by Karnataka
Circle under the able leadership of Com.H Y Andeli.We must thank
them.
Com Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay CS/CTD was elected as
OS(E) CHQ for the next term.
Some photos of CTD in 5th AIC :

19.06.2016:All India Conference, Mysuru - Third Day : 19th June 2016:
The session on third day commenced as per schedule with pending items of
earlier session/day. General Secretary's report approved unanimously.
Statement of Accounts approved unanimously.
Elections for the new body held unanimously. The complete list of the Central
Office Bearers, Auditor and Advisors is as mentioned below: <<<<Click here for
the letter addressed to CMD regarding the election results >>>>>
Central Office Bearers:
S.
Post
Name
DESIGNATION &
MOBILE
No.
POSTING CIRCLE
No.
AO,
01 President
Shri S. Sivakumar
9486102121
STR, Tamil Nadu
SDE (T),
02 Vice President - I
Smt. K.N. Baby Rani
9446404151
Kerala
SDE (T),
03 Vice President - II
Shri Appalal J Chakoli
9449824669
QA, Karnataka
DGM (T),
04 General Secretary
Shri Prahlad Rai
BSNL CO, New 9868278222
Delhi
AGM (T),
05 AGS (Head Quarter)
Shri N.L. Sharma
BSNL
CO, 9868115301
New Delhi
DGM (T),
06 AGS (Engineering)
Shri B.S. Reddy
9440000322
Andhra Pradesh
AO,
07 AGS (Finance)
Shri Raj Pal Sharma
BSNL CO, New 9868123459
Delhi
SDE (E),
08 AGS (Civil/Elect/Arch/TF)
Shri P.C. Joshi
9868101066
NTR, New Delhi
PA,
09 AGS (PS/CSS/Others)
Shri K.P. Nair
9422663434
Maharashtra
SDE (T),
10 AGS (Direct Recruits)
Shri Ajay Kaswan
9417400006
Punjab
AO,
11 Finance Secretary
Shri T.C. Jain
BSNL
CO
New 9868188748
Delhi
Organization
Secretary
JTO (T),
12
Shri Devesh Sharma
9413394710
(North)
Rajasthan
13 Organization
Secretary Shri Udayasuriyan P.
DE (T),
9444404111

14
15

(South)
Organization
(East)
Organization
(West)

Secretary Shri
Prusun
Mukhopadhyay
Secretary
Shri C.M Saste

Chennai TD
Kumar DE (T-LA),
Calcutta TD
DE (T),
ITPC, Maharashtra

9432000184
9422300555

Auditor:
S.
No.
01

Post

Name

Auditor

Shri Bhagwan Singh

DESIGNATION &
POSTING CIRCLE
SDE (T), Rajasthan

MOBILE
No.
9414001895

Advisors:
S.
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

Post

Name

Advisor (East)
Advisor (West)
Advisor (North)
Advisor (South)
Advisor (Central)
Advisor (Head Quarter)
Advisor (Legal)
Advisor (General-I)
Advisor (General-II)
Advisor (General-III)
Advisor (General-IV)
Advisor (General-V)
Advisor (General-VI)
Advisor (General-VII)

Shri S.K. Jena
Shri M M Kanani
Shri Karan Singh
Shri S. Narender
Shri Parvez Khan
Shri Satish Kumar
Shri R. Guru Prasad
Shri M.S. Srinivas
Shri Dinesh Meghwal
Shri Naresh Thakur
Shri A.K. Singh
Shri Alkendra Singh
Shri Basudev Chakraborthy
Smt. Ashwini P. Bharati

DESIGNATION &
POSTING CIRCLE
SDE (C), Odisha
AGM (T), Gujarat
DGM (T), Rajasthan
AO, ITPC, Andhra Pradesh
SDO (T), Madhya Pradesh
SDE (T), QA, New Delhi
DGM (Finance), Tamil Nadu
DE (T), STR, Karnataka
JTO (T), Rajasthan
DE (T), Himachal Pradesh
SDE (T), UP (East)
EE (E), Rajasthan
CAO, ETR, West Bengal
SDE (T), Maharashtra

MOBILE
No.
9437011370
9427217002
9414001958
9490206786
9425001163
9868583030
9486102406
9449859595
9413395750
9418006600
9415212121
9414001018
9433000296
9422030318

<<<<Click here the photos of AIC on 18.06.2016 >>>>Advisors:
18.06.2016: All India Conference, Mysuru - Second Day : 18th June 2016:
The session on second day commenced as per schedule with pending items of
earlier session/day. Circle Secretaries report continued. Circle Secretaries
presented their report on the organizational activities in the Circle with
membership status, Quota paid, actions taken to increase the membership,
details of total executives working in the Circle, membership of all the
associations, status of co-ordination and relations with AIGETOA in respective
circles, matters taken up and settled with respect Circle administrative, Pending
individual and common cases required attention and intervention of CHQ and
new issues to be taken up with the BSNL Corporate office.

The proceedings of AIC of AIBSNLEA adjourned at 11.30 Hrs for a while for the
Joint Session of the United Forum of AIBSNLEA and AIGETOA.
<<<<Click here for a view of dais >>> <<<<Click here for a view of Delegates1
>>> <<<<Click here for a view of Delegates2 >>>
After opening remarks by Com. P. Venugopal, President, AIBSNLEA, Com. Ravi
Shil Verma, President, AIGETOA, Com. Prahlad Rai, General Secretary,
AIBSNLEA and Com. Amit Roy, AGS, AIGETOA the discussion opened for the
delegates.
The joint session continued even after the lunch break till 17.00 Hrs. Thereafter,
the normal proceedings of the AIC resumed with the report of Circle Secretaries.
Com. G.S. while summing up replied all the queries raised by the Circles
Secretaries and assured to take up the pending issues and the new issues raised
by the Circle Secretaries in the conference. He also stated that most of the
issues are already covered in the GS report and due importance will be given to
the new issues raised in the conference and will be pursued with the BSNL
management.
GS requested all the Circle Secretaries to put maximum efforts to increase the
membership to face the verification not only to become no.1, but with major
margin of votes.
GS stated that as regards the court cases, AIBSNLEA is the party in all the cases
and the case being persuaded regularly and senior advocate from Delhi will be
representing the case in the next hearing.
All the Organizing Secretaries, Assistant General Secretaries and Advisors have
presented their report.
<<<<Click here the photos of AIC on 17.06.2016 >>>>
<<<<Click here the photos of Procession on 17.06.2016 >>>>
<<<<Click here the photos of Cultural Program on 17.06.2016 >>>>
<<<<Click here the photos of Open Session and Seminar on 17.06.2016 >>>>
17.06.2016:All India Conference, Mysuru - First Day : 17th June 2016
After hoisting of the Association flag by Com. P. Venugopal, President & General
Secretary Com. Prahlad Rai, the Slogans like �AIBSNLEA - Zindabad�,
�AIBSNLEA � UNITY -Zindabad� etc., the AIC is commenced. Com. P
Venugopal, President in his opening remarks requested all the participants to
discuss the agenda items with valuable suggestions and to co-operate with the
dais in order to arrive at a concrete conclusion towards the strengthening the
association and also about the viability of BSNL. He informed that AIC is

scheduled for 3 days including the Open Session, where CMD BSNL, Director
(CFA), BSNL Board and other senior officers and various other trade unions /
association leaders are expected to address the gathering and requested the
members to utilize the 3 day�s time properly. He apprised that CHQ is making its
best efforts in settling the issues of concern of executives in BSNL and assured
that CHQ will continue to make its� efforts for settlement of the pending issues.
<<<<Click here for a view of dias >>> <<<<Click here for a view of Delegates >>>
> Observation of one minute silence in memory of departed comrades.
> Confirmation of minutes of the 4th AIC Nashik
> Report of Circle Secretaries continued till lunch break and thereafter the house
was adjourned for open session..
After the Lunch Break a procession with chariot was taken from Maruti Temple to
Senate Bhavan by the delegates representing the entire country. It was joined by
Hon. Chief Guest Shri Anupam Shrivastava and Shri NK Gupta, Director (CFA),
New Delhi and Shri Nagaraju, CGMT Karnataka Circle, Com. Prahlad Rai, General
Secretary, Com. P Venugopal, President, CHQ, AIBSNLEA, AIBSNLEA and Com
Ravi Shil Verma, president, AIGETOA. More than 1000 delegates participated in
the procession with BSNL banners and display of products and promotions of
BSNL services. All the circles delegates participated in the procession with the
banner of their respective circles. CMD and Director CFA were very much happy
to be the part of procession and appreciated the efforts.
Open Session and Seminar on "Role of BSNL in the Telecom Sector of India"
commenced with Ganesh Vandana, beautiful dances Pushpanjali, Bho Shambho
Shiv Shambhu Savyambho, Nritya Giri and Veer Bhadra dance by the students of
University of Mysuru.
Hon�ble Chief Guest Shri Anupam Shrivastava, CMD, BSNL, Guests of
Honour Shri N.K. Gupta, Director (CFA), BSNL Board, New Delhi along with
Special Guests Shri P. Nagaraju, CGMT, Karnataka Circle, Bengaluru, Shri K. L.
Jairam, Principal General Manager, Mysuru Telecom District, Prof. Shri K.S.
Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University of Mysore, Shri A. M. Gupta, GM (SR),
BSNL C.O., New Delhi our CHQ President Shri P. Venugopal, Shri Prahlad Rai,
General Secretary, Shri Ravi Shil Verma, President, AIGETOA, Shri Amit Roy,
AGS, AIGETOA along with other eminent leaders of trade unions and sister
Associations namely Shri P. Abhimanyu, General Secretary, BSNLEU, Shri C.

Singh, General Secretary, NFTE-BSNL, Shri V. Subbraman, General Secretary,
TEPU, Shri K. Sebastin, General Secretary, SNEA (I),Shri A.K. Kaushik, General
Secretary,
TEAM,
MTNL, Shri
Kishan
Singh,
General
Secretary,
AIRBSNLEWA,Shri S.S. Nanda, General Secretary, RTOWA (MTNL) are on dias.
Open Session & Seminar on "Role of BSNL in the Telecom Sector of India"
formally inaugurateded bythe Hon�ble Chief Guest and the Guests of Honour by
lighting the lamp.
Com. H Y Andeli, C.S. Karnataka welcomed Shri Anupam Srivastava, CMD, BSNL
and Shri N. K. Gupta, Director (CFA), Guest of Honours, VVIPs and all other
dignitaries, Senior Officers, General Secretaries of other Unions/Associations,
CHQ office bearers, Circle Secretaries, Circle Presidents, CWC members,
delegates, press and media representatives. He mentioned that the gathering
will discuss the role of BSNL in the Telecom. Sector of India during the seminar
and during the AIC.
Felicitation of Chief Guest Shri Anupam Shrivastava, CMD, BSNL, Guests of
Honour Shri N.K. Gupta, Director (CFA), BSNL Board, New Delhi, Prof. Shri K.S.
Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University of Mysore, Shri P. Nagaraju, CGMT,
Karnataka Circle, Bengaluru, Shri K. L. Jairam, Principal General Manager,
Mysuru Telecom District, Shri A. M. Gupta, GM (SR), BSNL C.O., New Delhi and
other celebrities on dais by presenting Mysuru turban, shawl, garland and
memento.
The Senate Bhawan hall is jam packed even hundreds of the guests who could
not got seat in the meeting hall are viewing the program on LEDs provided out
side the hall.
<<<<Click here for a view of dais >>> <<<<Click here for a view of the hall >>>
Prof. Shri K.S. Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University of Mysore, Mysuru in his
addressed mentioned that he is thankful for being honoured for inviting and to
become a part of the seminar on Role of the BSNL in the Telecom sector of
India. He has remembered the progress of the science with an example of
computer started in 1982 and compared BSNL with it. He is happy to spare the
auditorium for the seminar. BSNL community is a scientific community. The
progress of the BSNL is also science based. Telecom. Service is a prime factor in
the overall development of the country. He remembers the condition of telecom

service prior to 30 years and the progress as on today. The Telecom. Service is
provided by BSNL in the nook and corner of the country including villages BSNL
is providing complete telecom solution to telecom enterprise business. He also
mentioned that the resolution in Telecom from manual telephony to wireless upto
4G and VoIP. BSNL has changed a lot to meet the requirement of the citizens for
the benefit of its customers. BSNL also has a customer grievance system and
the same is regulated by TRAI and requested to discuss about how to increase
the customer satisfaction.
He also stated that AIBSNLEA is the leading
association in BSNL. He appreciated the association is holding such seminars
and looking in to the welfare of its members and doing its best to the growth of
BSNL. He opined that the professional experience of the executive to use it for
the benefit of the growth of BSNL and benefit to its customers. He also requested
the delegation to discuss the ways and means for the growth of BSNL and wished
the seminar a grand success and assured his full support and co-ordination.
A souvenir to commemorate the occasion of 5th AIC of AIBSNLEA was released
by the Chief Guest Hon. Anupam Srivastava.
Com. P. Venugopal, President AIBSNLEA welcomed the dignitaries on the
dais. President has expressed his gratitude to the CS and CP and the entire
executives of Karnataka, especially DS Mysuru and team.
<<<<Click here for the Address of Com President >>>
Com. Ravi Shil Verma, President, AIGETOA CHQ appreciated the efforts of
Karnataka Circle for the wonderful arrangement of the function. He stated that
BSNL is reaching throughout the country and no other operator dare to reach to
the rural parts of the country. The vision of the BSNL management is very clear
and the executive also should have clear vision and to work hand in hand for the
growth of the BSNL to implement the strategies and policies. We should not even
think, about any adverse action by the BSNL management. He stated that for the
executives, leader is only the CMD & Board of Directors and the management. He
also expressed that the recent trade union action was need of the hour and we
have full faith on the BSNL management. BSNL is providing the selfless and
cheap services continuously for years together. He mentioned that the cheap
rate of the GSM services by the BSNL has only allowed common man to use the

mobile services. He mentioned that the BSNL which was making profit earlier
has gone at loss due to the policies and now it has started turning around due to
the combined hard work of employees and management. He saluted the CMD
and the efforts of BSNL management to reach to the common man during the
time of emergencies and natural calamities. He also mentioned that he has faith
on the BSNL management to settle the HR issues like pay scales by considering
the HR as a resource for the revenue. He requested CMD to use his good office
and settle the maximum HR issues by getting approval from DoT.
Com. Prahlad Rai, General Secretary, AIBSNLEA has expressed his sincere
gratitude to CMD, BSNL, Director (CFA), BSNL, and G.M. (SR) for sparing the
valuable time inspite of various meeting at New Delhi and making convenient to
attend the said meeting. He also express his sincere thanks to Prof. Shri K.S.
Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University of Mysore for sparing the auditorium for
the conference. He also welcomed all other trade union / association leaders on
the dais and the senior officers, delegates, press and media persons, etc.
<<<<Click here for the Key Note Address of Com General Secretary >>>
Com. Amit Roy, AGS, AIGETOA in his address stated that BSNL has contributed
is 100% in changing the telecom need of the country. Telecom in India is
synonymous of BSNL. BSNL has playing crucial role in the development of the
country like digital India. He mentioned the major burning issues of the direct
recruite is that while joining we were expecting Pay, Promotion and Pension at
par with other PSUs. We are striving for standard pay scale instead of
intermediate pay scale of E1A and E2A. All other PSU have changed their
intermediate pay scale and he expected that under the dynamic leader of Shri
Anupam Srivastava, CMD, no grievance will remain pending. He also requested
to implement Khan Committee recommendation and CPSU cadre hierarchy. He
mentioned that the CMD and Director CFA has taken the converted PSU of BSNL
into PSU. Due to the support of the CMD, Director (HR) and HR team only Pay
and Pension is being achieved shortly. He expected that CMD will get the
clearance of DoT to implement the E1 and E2 pay scale. Now BSNL is in
operative profit due to the positive attitude of the CMD. Now no PSU is paying
pension instead made it as superannuation benefit. Now the superannuation
benefit is paid by the trust. He expressed that instead of 30% superannuation
benefit, only 3% has been granted by the BSNL and expected that the BSNL

management will make efforts to contribute atleast 12% as assured. He
requested to fulfil the promotion by introducing CPSU cadre hierarchy. He also
to make preparation for the promotion so that after getting clearance from the
court after the vacation, promotion order can be issued immediately. He
requested to consider Rule 8 transfer cases while recruiting new executives.
Com. K. Sebastin, G.S. SNEA (I) in his address expressed his gratitude for
inviting him for the open session. He on behalf of the SNEA wished the success
of the AIC of AIBSNLEA and AGM of AIGETOA and expressed that the conference
will come out with strategy to make the BSNL services better. BSNL CMD and
Director CFA is having various innovative ideas and Hotspot, FTTH on affordable
rate is being provided by BSNL. The IP traffic is provided only the BSNL in the
country. BSNL is in the reviving situation and management is having vibrant and
positive decisions and it is the turn of the employees and executives to support
and make the SWAS programme and great success. 3rd PRC will definite. He
also stated that the present management is taking various initiatives to settle the
HR issues. Working together for the betterment of the executive by the all three
executive associations is required and he also stated that though there is a
difference of opinion amongst the executive associations, there is no difference
as far as the issues of the executives are concerned. He expressed his
confidence that together we can settle the issues.
Shri A.M. Gupta G.M. (SR) in his address mentioned that such a huge gathering
he is seeing in BSNL at the first time. He mentioned that Com. P Rai is neither
silent nor a spectator and he is an actor coming with so many ideas and
solutions. He is privileged to be the part of the function and extended gratitude
for inviting him and extended thanks to the CMD and Director (HR) for allowing
him to attend the gathering. Last year was the year of innovation and ideas, as
we have introduced many new schemes like night free calling. Our HR unit also
has change due to the presence of CMD. As compared to the size of the
organization, the issues pointed out by Com. Prahlad Rai is very small. On behalf
of the CMD he mentioned that first is the employee satisfaction and customer
satisfaction is second. Many issues are under the active consideration of the
BSNL management. Since membership verification is notified clarification on
much HR issues cannot be explained. He also stated that solving the problem is
like appearing exam, easy problems will be solved first and difficult issues will be
solved later. The issue of SWAS introduced with the support of the trade unions

and association is a great idea. The scheme FLY is how to take care of the
customers with less expenditure more profit (LAMP). There are many Govt. of
India Projects in hand with BSNL due to the present P.M�s new initiatives. He
wished the conference a grand success and expected that new ideas will come
out the conference and wished best wishes for the conference.
Com. P. Abhimanyu, GS BSNLEU on behalf of the BSNLEU and joint forum of
BSNL unions and associations wishes the conference a grand success. He
appreciated the role of AIBSNLEA in defending and reviving the
BSNL. AIBSNLEA and Com. Prahlad Rai is a strong pillar of forum of BSNL
unions and associations. He stated that the executives and non-executives of
BSNL unitedly conducted various struggle against the anti BSNL and pro-private
policies of the successive government. He mentioned that the employees and
executives have to struggle to stop the anti BSNL activities of the Govt including
the cancellation of various Tenders and to defend BSNL. He mentioned that
never BSNL has seen such type of imitative earlier which is being taken by the
present BSNL management. Many heroic struggle has been done by the
executives and non-executives for the procurement of equipment. He
appreciated the initiative of BSNL management for free roaming and night free
call. Forum of BSNL unions and associations has conducted one month full
campaign for promoting the newly introduced schemes which is never and
anywhere seen in any other PSUs, where executive and non-executives going to
market places, railway stations and Bus stands. Now we are introducing the
SWAS that is Service with A Smile. Except BSNL, no other executive or nonexecutive association of any PSU is telling its employees to improve the services.
The growth of mobile connection in BSNL has been increased drastically as
compared to the private operators, which has made TRAI to declare that BSNL is
the fastest growing mobile company of the country. He stated that more than
80% of the executives are going to retire before the next PRC that is by the year
1.1.2027, the wage revision coming into effect from 1.1.2007 is the last pay
revision those who are retiring prior to 1.1.2027 and the pension will be getting by
the retirees purely based on the forthcoming wage revision. In case the wage
revision is not received in 2017 it will have its effect for the entire life of the
executives. He mentioned that he is confident that the present BSNL
management will take care of its employees and wished best wishes for the
success of the conference.

Shri B.K. Singh, Inspector General of Police, Mysuru in his speech mentioned that
Mysuru University is the 4th in the country to celebrate its century. The discussion
on the role of BSNL will definitely bring out great ideas. He mentioned that he
has started his carrier in DoT and subsequently joined the IPS service. Many
things have been changed in the BSNL in the last 30 years. He mentioned that
KSRTC is the only transport corporation making profit in the entire country. A
single decision of the Karnataka state Govt. directly providing diesel and petrol to
the KSRTC has made such situation of the KSRTC. He mentioned that many
Govt. decisions have made the BSNL to the present scenario. People believe that
the Govt. Corporations will never cheat its customers by wrong billing. The faith
of customers on the BSNL is great and the management has to make its own
marketing strategy and to create a good image.
Com. V. Subbraman, General Secretary, TEPU in his address mentioned that
speaker after speaker is talking good about the present CMD and his Board of
Directors, unlike other function where every speaker is blaming the
management. He has mentioned that as compared to the Jaipur AIC, the growth
of AIBSNLEA is great. He has requested all the executives to take lead and the
non-executives will follow them. He also mentioned that BSNL is always different
as compared with other industries and appreciated Com. Prahlad Rai and P.
Venugopal for their pragmatic approach and growth and achievement.
Com. A K Kaushik, General Secretary, TEAM, MTNL in his address has expressed
his gratitude for inviting him to the function. He re-called the remarks made by
the Vice Chancellor of University of Mysore .Where no network is available, BSNL
network is available� and such type of appreciation from the Vice Chancellor of
Mysuru university is sufficient to motivate the executives. BSNL is not a profit
making organization and is providing service and no organization is providing
services like BSNL. The loss of BSNL is due to the wrong policies of the Govt. as
mentioned by Com. G.S. of AIBSNLEA in his speech. Due to the wrong policies
of the Govt., MTNL has drastically come down. He mentioned that BSNL and
MTNL are providing service to many sector. Both MTNL and BSNL is in loss due
to the wrong policies of the Govt. He also stated that it is a fact that people are
having the trust in the Govt. Company. Due to the Govt policies, the BSNL
management is handcuffed as compared with private operators by and
supporting the private operators by cancelling the tender after tender. He

mentioned that for the growth of any sector Govt. has to pay attention and make
policies to help the companies. Various decisions taken by the Govt. is not
being implementing like merger of BSNL and MTNL. Appreciated CMD BSNL for
making the pay parity of BSNL with MTNL and requested to implement it with
retrospective effect. He mentioned that approach and attitude and intentional
trust can develop the organization. He appreciated the change in approach of the
AIGETOA and requested the CMD to take Human Resources as assets instead of
considering them as a liability. The same employees have been working in DoT
and making the profit and only the policies of the DoT is responsible for the loss
to the BSNL. He requested CMD to explore and extract the HR and they will make
miracle in the organization.
Com. Kishan Singh, GS AIRBSNLEWA in his address stated that the Policies of
the BSNL management has to be adopted and work accordingly so that Pay
revision can be taken which will have impact on the pensioners also. He
mentioned that after joining of the present CMD and his policies BSNL has
started turning around and requested all to work together and make the BSNL a
profit making organization. He requested CMD to take one representative from
the Retired officers� association so that they can express the difficulties faced
by the pensioners to the committee considering the BSNL MRS scheme. He also
mentioned that only metro cities are having panel hospitals and small towns are
not having any medical facilities for the retired employees of BSNL. He
expressed thanks for inviting and giving an opportunity to address the
conference in Mysuru. He requested to attend the G.B. of the retired officers and
make it a grand success.
Com. S.S. Nanda, General Secretary, RTOWA (MTNL) expressed gratitude for
inviting and giving a chance to address the gathering. He mentioned that only
AIBSNLEA is taking care of the working and retired executives. He mentioned
that G.S. AIBSNLEA is helping one and all for settling their grievances. He
requested CMD BSNL to take care of MTNL on issues in case he gets any
opportunity to head the MTNL.
Shri N K Gupta, Director (CFA), BSNL congratulated every one for making BSNL
revival. It was possible only due to the hard work of the employees. Mainly due to
the implementation of Phase VII GSM tender. He requested to keep the BTS run

throughout the day. Secondly, the revenue of CFA is stabilized and now growing
at the rate of 1% to 2%. Thirdly, BSNL is able to control the expenditure and
lastly the hard work of the employees had resulted to continue to keep the energy
and efficiency to increase the revenue. BSNL revival was one of the main
achievement of the present Govt. which was projecting in the Medias. He
requested everyone to maintain the trend. The Telecom. Industry is not a
technical industry no more and should have sufficient product with a policy for
procurement to meet the requirement. At present the mobile revenue is growing
@ 10%. The decline of landline in large scale is one of the main concern of the
BSNL and requested everyone to take care of the landline. He suggested the
scheme of franchise model to arrest the decline in landline. Wifi Hotspots are
being provided at various important locations in the country. He further
requested to make use of the FTTH services. He also mentioned that Wifi
franchise are being introduced to provide connectivity to the uncovered
areas. Making use of solar power is also one of the new policy being
introduced. Make a moto of 10% revenue increase. He also mentioned that no
telecom sector without BSNL and we will continue the service of BSNL in the
telecom sector. At last he made slogan �long live BSNL�
Hon�ble Chief Guest Shri Anupam Srivastava, CMD, BSNL in his speech
mentioned that he has come here as friend and not as a CMD. He mentioned that
he came here to support the cause of Director (CFA) WiFi project. He appreciated
the executives. He also mentioned that he came here to take promise from
Mysuru BSNL to become profitable in the next year. He also stated that he was
aware that he could meet all the leaders of the BSNL in this platform with unity in
diversity. He also mentioned that he has come here to see the University which
has given three Bharat Ratnas and to meet a Police officer who earlier served the
DoT and to see the loyal customers.
He mentioned that while taking the decisions, the matter is discussed with all the
leaders of unions and associations and exchange the views of both unions and
management. There are miles to go and it�s only a beginning. He remembered
the days he worked in Mysuru. He shared his experience when he joined the
organization in 1981 and the working condition of the organization. He stated
that he learned many things from the first officer with whom he worked on joining
the organisation. He mentioned that he is lucky to have the executives like every

one present in the auditorium. Many important decisions have been taken by
BSNL recently even though there was conflict on many issues. We are here
today as a fresh unit. Whatever decisions to be taken will have to take today is
the approach of the present BSNL management. The roaming free service made
BSNL to revive CM revival by adding one crore with MNP positive, CM revenue
increased. Night calling free service was the idea of Shri N K Gupta Director
(CFA), which has arrested the decline of the landline.
We are here to take BSNL further forward and the financial results are
encouraging. This year the operative profit is going to increase and within 2-3
years, BSNL will turn into profit making company. He mentioned that he is
confident that with the present work force of 2,10,000 employees, BSNL can turn
into profit. He stated that the only asset of the BSNL is its HR.
The idea of introducing the SWAS is very important in reviving the BSNL and
appreciated the unions and associations for the idea. He stated that he is
confident that the employees and their families will be benefited with the revival
of BSNL. He thanked for inviting him and giving a good experience of attending
function and addressing the gathering.
Com. Sundar Raju Circle Secretary Karnataka, AIGETOA expressed vote of
thanks to one and all for making Open Session a Grand Success.
The Session concluded at 22.00 hours with National Anthem followed by Dinner.
16.06.2016: Pre - All India Conference - CWC Meet at Mysuru on 16th June 2016
The Pre - All India Conference - CWC Meet concluded at 22.00 Hrs on 16th June
2016 after passing the General Secretary's report and the Accounts of the
Association. Now the General Secretary's report and the Accounts will be placed
before the representative council to meet on 17th to 19th June 2016.
On 17th June 2016 the 5th All India Conference of AIBSNLEA will commence at
09.30 Hrs with the Flag Hoisting in the Senate Bhawan of the University of
Mysuru. Open Session and the Seminar on the "Role of BSNL in the Telecom
Sector of India" will be held at 16.00 Hrs after the Sarot procession. CMD BSNL
will be the Chief Guest whereas Shri N.K. Gupta, Director (CFA) BSNL
Board, Shri Prathap Simha, Hon�ble MP Mysuru & Kodagu Lok sabha, Shri L

Dhruvanarayan, Hon�ble MP Chamarajnagara Lok sabha, Prof. Shri K.S.
Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University of Mysore will be the Guests of Honor and
Shri P. Nagaraju, CGMT, Karnataka Circle, Shri K.L. Jairam, Principal General
Manager, Mysuru Telecom District and Shri A. M. Gupta, GM(SR), BSNL C.O., New
Delhi will be the Special Guests in the Open Session along with eminent Trade
Union Leaders.
16.06.2016: Pre - All India Conference - CWC Meet at Mysuru on 16th June 2016
Pre - All India Conference - CWC Meet started at Mysuru on 16th June 2016 at
10.00 hours at the Conference Hall of RTTC, Mysuru.
Com. P Venugopal, President welcomed all the CHQ office bearers, Advisors,
Circle Secretaries, Circle Presidents and CWC members and requested to
participate in the discussions. He informed that every member should participate
in the discussions in the best interest of the association and BSNL. He also
appreciated the C.S. Karnataka and D.S. Mysuru for wonderful arrangements for
the meeting.
Com. Krishna Gowda, District Secretary Mysuru on behalf of the host circle
welcomed one and all. He informed that about 1000 delegates have arrived at the
venue. He briefed about the arrangements made by the Circle and the facilities
available. He also briefed about the unforeseen and unexpected difficulties faced
by the Circle in arranging the Conference due to the overwhelming response of
the delegates. DS requested everybody to bring to their notice of any short
comings so that representative of AIBSNLEA Karnataka Circle can attend to it.
Two minutes silence was observed in memory of the departed comrades.
The agenda for the CWC was presented and unanimously approved by the house.
President briefed about the program of the AIC from 17.06.2016 to 19.06.2016
including the Open Session & Seminar �Role of BSNL in the Telecom Sector of
India� being held on 17.06.2016.
He informed that Hon�ble CMD BSNL is attending the Open Session as the Chief
Guest and Shri N.K. Gupta, Director (CFA), BSNL Board, Shri Prathap Simha,
Hon�ble MP Mysuru & Kodagu Lok sabha, Shri L Dhruvanarayan, Hon�ble MP

Chamarajnagara Lok sabha, Prof. Shri K.S. Rangappa, Vice-Chancellor, University
of Mysore will be attending the Open Session as Guests of Honor and Shri P.
Nagaraju, CGMT, Karnataka Circle, Shri K.L. Jairam, Principal General Manager,
Mysuru Telecom District and Shri A. M. Gupta, GM(SR), BSNL C.O., New Delhi will
be the Special Guests in the Open Session along with eminent Trade Union
Leaders.
After self-introduction by the participants, GS read out the minutes of the 4 th AIC
held at Nashik and with minor addition / modification, the same was unanimously
confirmed.
GS read out the report on the activities and the same was analyzed and
discussed para by para and unanimously approved.
The issue of Membership verification of the Executives Associations in BSNL is
being discussed in detail and the proposals arrived after discussion will be
presented in the AIC.
15.06.2016: CHQ Office Bearers and Advisors meeting held at Mysuru as per the
schedule and took a stock of the preparations regarding smooth conduction of
the AIC and discussed regarding forthcoming membership verification of the
Majority Executive Association in BSNL. The meeting ended for more than two
hours.

13-06-2016
<<Click here for the Message of Host Circle to the Participants / Delegates
attending 5th AIC of AIBSNLEA at Senate Bhavan, University of Mysuru, Manasa
Gangothri, Chamraja Mohalla, Mysuru - 570008 (Karnataka)>>>>
<<<<<Click here for time table of trains at Mysuru>>>>>

10-06-2016
BSNL Corporate office issued order regarding Non-transfer of Executive staff till
completion of 1st membership verification process of Executives Associations in
BSNL-<<<<Click here for letter>>>>

10-06-2016
Congratulations!
Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, Department of Public
Enterprises), Govt. of India
published an extraordinary edition of the Gazette of India on dated 09.06.2016
notifying the constitution of 3rd Pay Revision Committee (3rd PRC) comprising of
the following:
Chairman: Justice Satish Chandra (Retd.)
Members: (1) Shri Jugal Mohapatra, Ex-IAS Officer (2) Prof. Manoj Panda,
Director, Institute for Economic Growth, Delhi and (3) Shri Shailendra Pal SIngh,
Ex. Director (HR), NTPC Ltd. Secretary, DPE shall be the Ex-Officio Member and
Jt. Secretary/Addl. Secretary, DPE shall be the Member Secretary.
The Committee will make its recommendations to the Government within a period
of six months from the date of its constitution and have headquarters in
Delhi. <<<<Click here for the copy of the Gazette of India dated 09.06.2016 >>>

10-06-2016
GS and FS met with GM (FP) and discussed regarding:
A. CPC from CAO to DGM (Fin.): We requested to expedite CPC from CAO to DGM
(Fin.). GM (FP) mentioned that the CPC work to fill-up 247 vacant DGM (Fin.) posts
has been initiated.
B. CPC from JAO to AO and AO to CAO: We requested to process the CPCs from
JAO to AO and AO to CAO. GM (FP) mentioned that in the court case pending in
Hon'ble CAT Chandigarh the clearance has been asked from Pers. Cell but the
same is still awaited. However, he directed AGM (SEA) to issue reminder to GM
(Pers.) for early clearance. We pleaded that the CPC work to promote 230 + 65
AOs to CAO posts on regular basis and 335 AOs promotion on adhoc basis
against the MT quota posts was initiated one and half year before wherein all the
ACRs / VCRs of the eligible AOs were collected and CPC was to be concluded but
meanwhile due to court directions the promotions from AO to CAO has been
restrained based on Hon'ble Supreme Court judgment in the matter of Nagaraj.
BSNL is always implementing SC/ST rosters in all the promotions and till date
DoPT has not endorsed the Hon'ble Supreme Court judgment in this regard.
Hence, to proceed further the opinion of the Solicitor General of Govt. of India
was taken. GM (Pers.) has been requested to give clearance in this regard at the
earliest so that the CPC work from AO to CAO and JAO to AO can be initiated

immediately. He assured to collect the ACRs / VCRs of the eligible AOs at the
earliest.
C. Appointment of 34 JAOs in Kerala Circle pursuit to Hon'ble CAT orders: We
extended our sincere thanks and gratitude for issuing the appointment orders in
respect of 34 JAOs in Kerala Circle. GM (FP) appreciated our gesture.
D. Diversion of 50% MT quota CAO posts to seniority quota: We requested to
bring in the agenda of the next BSNL Board meeting. GM (FP) assured to look
into it.

10-06-2016
Status of HR issues discussed by United Forum of AIBSNLEA and AIGETOA with
CMD, BSNL and Director (HR) during the agitation:
A. Replacement of E1A and E2A pay scales by E2 and E3 pay scales and
subsequent pay scales E3 by E4, E4 by E5, E5 by E6 and E6 by E7: BSNL
Corporate Office after the approval of the Management Committee of BSNL Board
has sent the proposal of replacement of E1A and E2A pay scales by E2 and E3
pay scales and subsequent pay scales E3 by E4, E4 by E5, E5 by E6 and E6 by E7
to DoT on 06.06.2016. Now, the matter is under consideration in DoT.
B. CPSU Cadre Hierarchy: The khan committee report on implementation of CPSU
cadre hierarchy is under examination in the Pers. Cell of BSNL Corporate office
and as per the assurance given by CMD the same will be put up to the competent
authority fro approval by the end of this month and further consideration to the
BSNL MC and BSNL Board.
C. 30% Superannuation benefit of DR employees of BSNL: The BSNL Board
approval to contribute 3% from BSNL as the Superannuation Benefit of DR
employees is pending DoT fro ratification.
D. E1+5 increment to JTO (SRD), JAO 2010 Batch and PA Cadre: The approval of
BSNL Board to give pay fixation benefit i.e. E1+5 increment to JTO (SRD), JAO
2010 Batch and PA Cadre is being shortly sent to DoT for ratification.
E. Restructuring of AD (O/L) Cadre: The Restructuring of AD (O/L) Cadre proposal
which has already been approved by CMD BSNL will be put up shortly to the next
Management Committee of BSNL for clearance and thereafter up-gradation of pay
proposal cleared by MC will be put up to BSNL Board for approval.
F. Notional pay fixation of all up-graded pay scales from 01.10.2000 in the case of
JTO (C/E/Arch/TF) Engg. Wings and PA Cadre: The case was put up to the BSNL
Management Committee on 08.06.2016 for consideration. It is understood that MC

has desired to seek some information regarding JAO, JE (C/E/Arch) Pay scales
status prior and after 01.10.2000 from other Govt. Departments i.e. Postal
Department, Railway Department, CPWD etc. Accordingly, the letter is being sent
to all concerned by the Estt Cell of BSNL Corporate Office shortly.
Other issues are also under active consideration as per the assured time line.

08-06-2016

On 07-06-2016 CS,President,ACSs & OSs of AIBSNLEA/CTD
welcomed newly joined CGM/CTD Sri S P Tripathy. We presented
him with flower bouquet,sweets & our mementos. We discussed
about some important issues like Job contract labour payment,ERP
infrastructure provision,Manpower re-organisation,etc.CGM
informed that he is aware of these problems and with positive
outlook hoped that these will be sorted out soon.
We assured him of our fullest co-operation for efforts to make
CTD achieve a good position. We also requested him to grant us a
full agenda meeting at the earliest.

06-06-2016
On 04-06-2016 CS,President,ACS(F) & BP/TBH Branch met GM(F)
& submitted our representation not to release Sri Bikash Singha
AO, Treasurer,TBH Branch,our important organiser; before
executive verification is completed as BSNL CO has already issued
order in this regard.We submitted a copy of the said order.GM(F)
assured to look into.
Later they met outgoing CGM/CTD Sri Amit Bhattacharya &
Outgoing PGM/CTD Sri A K Kundu & wished the success at the
new assignment.We also remembered the pleasure of working
under them & thanked for their co-operation.

04-06-2016
CS attended the GB meeting of North Branch at Kasipur exchange
today evening.Cs explained the outcome of latest agitation in
detail & answered other question raised by member presnt there.

03-06-2016
Special CL for AIC has been issued (click to see order & list)
All delegates are requested to assemble at Howrah Station New
Complex Platform 21 on 14-06-2016 at 10.00 AM ,We are
departing through DURONTO express.

03-06-2016
AIBSNLEA's sincere efforts yielded results in getting stopped the recovery of any
amount from the pay of Officiating JTOs. <<<Click here for Order from BSNL
Corporate Office>>>

02-06-2016
FLASH NEWS: Congratulations!
E-2 to E-7 IDA Pay Scales approved by MC of BSNL
Board:
Management Committee of BSNL Board today approved E-2 to E-7 IDA Pay
Scales wherein E-1A by E-2, E-2A by E-3, E-3 by E-4, E-4 by E-5, E-5 by E-6 and E6 by E-7 will be replaced. The promotions to the next scale shall be after a span of
Five Years as per the EPP. The above proposal approved by Management
Committee of BSNL will now be sent to DoT directly for approval instead of BSNL
Board. The assurance given by CMD BSNL is honoured. We are extremely
thankful to CMD BSNL, Director (HR) and HR team of BSNL Corporate Office to
get the approval of BSNL MC and now sending to DoT for approval.

01-06-2016
FLASH NEWS regarding standard E2 & E3 IDA Pay Scales:
It is reliably learnt that the Estt. Cell of BSNL Corporate Office is presenting a
proposal to the Management Committee of Board today for ratification as assured
to us in meetings with Management during our agitation.

01-06-2016
On 31-05-2016 1) Sri Dhriti Ranjan Das JAO/Cash/North
2) Sri Subhas Majumder SDE/OD/Duttapukur
Our bona fide members of AIBSNLEA/North Branch retired
due super annuation.We pray for his happy healthy and
peaceful retired life.

